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KITA-Navigator
Questions?
We‘ll be happy to answer all your questions 
about the KITA-Navigator here in the Youth 
Welcare Office.

Contact/Service Center KITA-Navigator
The Youth Welcare Office  
of the city of Castrop-Rauxel
Department for the Promotion  
of Children and Young People
Bochumer Straße 17, 44575 Castrop-Rauxel
Katharina Druwen, Room 10
Tel. 02305/106-2528

Office hours:
On Mondays and Tuesdays: 10:00-12:00 Uhr
Thursday: 14:00-17:00 Uhr

E-Mail: kita-navigator@castrop-rauxel.de
www.castrop-rauxel.de/kita-navigator
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Your way to the Kita Navigator
In the KITA-Navigator, you can find all daycare faci-
lities in Castrop-Rauxel.

Due to the different selection criteria, you can find 
the right daycare to meet your individual needs 
quickly and easily. 

It‘s just a few steps to pre-registration

1. Look for a daycare

2. Select the daycare

3. Call up the wish list

4. Enter the parent/guardian

5. Enter the child

6. Check the data

7. Complete registration

With these simple steps, registering your child is 
a breeze. On request you can receive access to a 
password-protected area. Here you can retrieve the 
status of your holds and receive messages, such as 
an invitation or a space commitment.

Alternatively, you can also receive all messages by 
post.

For parents who do not have access to the Internet, 
there is the option of registering your data in the 
daycare facility in which you want to reserve a space 
for your child.

We are also happy to help you enter your details 
locally in the Youth Welfare Office KITA-Navigator.

The new reservation system for parents in the Intenet

Online to the Kita space

New from 
15. September 2017



E R I N

Preface by the mayor
Dear parents,

Castrop-Rauxel is a child and family-friendly city. 
Quality for the smallest - that is our claim.  

Since the 1 August 2013, your child is entitled to 
a place in a child daycare facility from the age of 
1 year. To fulfill this claim, we already have a wide 
range of childcare opportunities in many parts of 
the city and will be continuing to expand them 
in future. Our goal is to continuously improve the 
living conditions of families and the compatibility 
of family and work.   

In the search for a childcare place, you are now 
supported through the online portal  KITA-Navigator. 
You can find important and extensive informati-
on about each daycare establishment in the city 
of Castrop-Rauxel and the same time be able to 
pre-register your child directly in the facility of 
your choice.

Of course, after this you can get more impressions at 
the Open Days in October, because, personal contact 
is still important. Parents are welcome to try out 
daycare programmes in a taster visit.

I hope you will find „your“ child daycare facility 
quickly and easily with the KITA-Navigator.

Your sincerely

Rajko Kravanja
Mayor of the city of Castrop-Rauxel

The Kita-Navigator
What is this?
The Castrop-Rauxel KITA-Navigator is an online re-
servation system for childcare places available in 
Castrop-Rauxel run by the city, churches and other 
institutions.

As parents, you obviously have many questions 
about daycare, e.g.:

What day care centres are there?
What is on offer?
Where are the Kitas?

- Therefore, the KITA-Navigator offers parents an 
easy way to look for daycare places in Cast-
rop-Rauxel.

- The search, selection and entry for registration 
can be done in peace and at any time from any 
computer, tablet or internet-enabled mobile 
phone.

- The system offers parents a comprehensive 
overview of all child day-care facilities in Cast-
rop-Rauxel.

- Using the helpful perimeter or suburb search, 
you can easily find the right daycare facility for 
your child.

- The facilities present themselves with a gallery 
of images, the description of the care offered 
and their educational work.

- With the KITA-Navigator parents can reserve a 
daycare place allocation and put themselves on 
the waiting list.

This makes it easy for you to find the right dayca-
re facility for your child.

You can find the KITA-Navigator with info about the 
Castrop-Rauxel daycare centres and the option to 
pre-register online here:

 www.castrop-rauxel.de/kita-navigator

Please note:
The Kita Navigator is only an online reservation 
system and not a central allocator of places. This 
means that you can pre-register your child in several 
Kitas, but this is no guarantee of a childcare place 
in the facility of your choice.

Each daycare facility decides itself about the alloca-
tion of places. A place is only allocated on a binding 
basis with the signing of the service contract.


